Walking and running at resonance.
Humans and other animals can temporarily store mechanical energy in elastic oscillations, f(el), of body parts and in pendulum oscillations, f(p) = const sq.rt (g/L), of legs, length L, or other appendages, and thereby reduce the energy consumption of locomotion. However, energy saving only occurs if these oscillations are tuned to the leg propagation frequency f. It has long been known that f is tuned to the pendulum frequency of the free-swinging leg of walkers. During running the leg frequency increases to some new value f = f(r). We propose that in order to maintain resonance the animal, mass M, actively increases its leg pendulum frequency to the new value f(p,r) =const sq.rt (a(y)/L)=f(r), by giving its hips a vertical acceleration a(y)= F(y)/M. The pendulum frequency is increased if the impact force F(y) of the stance foot is larger than Mg, explaining the observation by Alexander and Bennet-Clark (1976) that F(v) becomes larger than Mg when animals start to run. Our model predictions of the running velocity U(r) as function of L, F(v), are in agreement with measurements of these quantities (Farley et al. 1993). The leg's longitudinal elastic oscillation frequency scales as f(el) = const sq.rt (k/M). Experiments by Ferris et al., (1998) show that runners adjust their leg's stiffness, k, when running on surfaces of different elasticity so that the total stiffness k remains constant. Our analysis of their data suggests that the longitudinal oscillations of the stance leg are indeed kept in tune with the running frequency. Therefore we conclude that humans, and by extension all animals, maintain resonance during running. Our model also predicts the Froude number of walking-running transitions, Fr = U(2)/gL approximately 0.5 in good agreement with measurements.